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ABSTRACT 
In order to provide a valuable greener product using agricultural waste, polymer/ 
agricultural waste composites has been fabricated. Since, however, the incompatibility 
between the hydrophilic natural fiber and hydrophobic polymer matrices makes it difficult to 
disperse the individual fiber throughout polymer matrices, and the incorporation of 
agricultural waste into polymer matrices may compromise certain mechanical properties. In 
order to improve the compatibility between natural fiber and polymer matrices, this thesis is 
studied and discussed the control of surface property using compatibilizer and vapor phase 
assisted surface polymerization for the high-performance polymer/ agricultural waste 
composites. This thesis is composed of up to Chapter 5 from Chapter 1. 
The background, scope and objectives of this study are described in the introduction 
Chapter 1. 
In Chapter 2, in order to investigate potential of agricultural natural fiber as filler, I 
focused on Erianthus arudinaceus as a cellulose resource crop because of high CO2 fixation 
efficiency.  Polymer composites of polypropylene (PP) with Erianthus fiber (ETF) were 
fabricated and they were evaluated by mechanical properties to reveal the compatibility 
between PP and ETF. To overcome poor compatibility between PP and ETF, Maleic 
anhydride-modified polypropylene (MAPP) was applied as a compatibilizer. Since 
ETF/PP/MAPP composites improved the mechanical properties, it is revealed that interfacial 
property control between matrices and natural fibers is critical. 
In Chapter 3, vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP) method was applied 
as an alternative approach to compatibilizer. The VASP is not only a surface coating method 
for fabrication of composites but it is also expected to be able to apply to a wide range of 
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substrates. VASP is an excellent method for preserving the fine structures of delicate substrate 
surfaces such as biomaterials in comparison with liquid and melting processes. After the 
diffusion and adsorption on the substrate surfaces, the monomer can be polymerized. . 
VASP of MMA onto wheat straw fiber (WSF) was applied to modify the surface property 
and improve t h e  compatibility  b e t w e e n  PLLA  a n d  W S F . Bio-composites with 
biodegradable polymer (poly (L-lactic acid) (PLLA)) and WSF was fabricated via VASP. 
Since the PLLA/VWSF (treated with VASP in WSF) composites improved in tensile strength 
(20–30%) compared with that of PLLA/WSF composites, VASP proved to improve the 
compatibility between matrices and natural fibers. 
In Chapter 4, the gas-flow type of vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP-
F) was successfully developed since the substrate surface could be polymerized through 
monomer mist produced by monomer bubbling. VASP-F can inherit advantages of VASP 
method due to polymer grafted on substrate, and can recover non-reactant monomer. Larger 
amounts of substrate can be modified by VASP-F compared to VASP. 
In conclusion, the improvement of compatibility between natural fiber and polymer 
matrices are essential to produce the high-performance polymer/agricultural waste 
composites. 
This study provides  new approach for the natural fiber reinforced plastics. The 
utilization of agricultural waste as filler for biocomposites would lead to the sustainable 
society throughout the achievement of environment conservation, and the social system 
encourage the agricultural sector revitalization. 
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Chapter 1. General introduction 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Since global warming, ecological issues, depletion of fossil fuels, and air pollution have 
recently attracted a great deal of interest as serious environmental issues, the use of 
renewable biomass materials can significantly contribute a sustainable development [1-3]. 
The biomass materials are expected to contribute a key role for the reduction in carbon 
dioxide which induce reducing or decreasing energy consumption and dependency on fossil 
energy. It is attracting attention as one of the measures for depletion of petroleum resources 
and prevention of global warming. Many researchers in composite science have become 
increasingly interested in the usefulness of natural fibers as fillers and/or re-enforcers in 
plastic composites. Since their flexibility, highly specific stiffness, and low cost make them 
attractive as industrial materials, natural fiber reinforced plastic composites are attracting 
interest for their structural applications. Agricultural wastes are annually renewable wastes 
that can be valuable resources [4]. 
 
 
1.2 Fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) 
The development of polymer composites has been driven by the need for the 
performance improvement with a specific combination of properties beyond those obtainable 
from a single material. These aims can be achieved in polymers through the use of copolymer 
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or blends, but the specific aspect that characterizes composite materials is that they are made 
up of distinct phases with very different physical properties. Although polymers are being 
employed more and more as structural materials, their use often is limited by their relatively 
low levels of stiffness and strength compared, for example, with metals.  
Fiber reinforced plastics (FRP) is a composite material made of a polymer matrix 
reinforced with fibers. The most widely studied synthetic composite are focused upon 
polymers reinforced with stiff fibers and their use currently is increasing at the rate of 5%-
10% per year across a range of different applications. Because of the need for light, stiff and 
strong materials for applications as diverse as aerospace structures and sporting goods, 
polymer-based high-performance composites have been developed over recent years with 
extremely impressive mechanical properties. The most impressive levels of reinforcement in 
polymer composites are obtained through the use of high-modulus fiber such as glass fiber 
and carbon fiber. A characteristic feature of fiber-reinforced composites is that, because of 
the complex arrangement of fibers, their mechanical properties are anisotropic. The 
reinforcement is controlled by both the geometry of fiber packing and the mechanical 
properties of the matrix polymer. 
On the other hand, it is well known that the FRP is one of the most difficult materials to 
fractionate into elemental components, namely fiber, filler, and polymers in the waste 
recycling process. Therefore, the wastes are treated in the incineration or landfilling without 
any recycling approaches. 
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1.3 Natural fiber reinforced polymer composites 
Amid growing environmental awareness around the world, the many researchers in 
industry and academic fields has focused on the use of greener products as environmentally 
benign materials. Therefore, many researchers have focused to use natural fibers as fillers 
and/or reinforcers in plastics composites. Since agricultural wastes are annual renewability, 
agricultural wastes can be valuable resources [5]. Their flexibility during processing, highly 
specific stiffness, and low cost (on a volumetric basis) make them attractive to manufacturers. 
In the recent decades, natural fibers as an alternative reinforcement in polymer composites 
have attracted the attention of many researchers and scientists due to their advantages over 
conventional glass and carbon fibers. The various advantages of natural fibers over man-
made glass and carbon fibers are low cost, low density, comparable specific tensile properties, 
non-abrasive to the equipment, non-irritation to the skin, reduced energy consumption, less 
health risk, renewability, recyclability and bio-degradability. In order to gain the natural fiber 
reinforced plastic composites to be more and more acceptable in structural applications, 
applications of agricultural natural fibers and/or bio-based polymers are growing interest as 
the potential resources to replace a synthetic petroleum-based material [6-8]. 
Cellulose, which is the ubiquitous organic compound, is a structural component of the 
cell walls of many plants. Its industrial use is mainly for making paper and cardboard but 
recently it has also attracted significant interests for a source of biofuel production. A wide 
variety (non-wood and wood fibers) of natural fibers is represented schematically in Fig. 1-1.  
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Figure 1-1. Classification of lignocellulosic natural fibers 
 
Although natural fibers can offer the resulting composites many advantages, the usually 
polar fibers have inherently low compatibility with non-polar polymer matrices, especially 
hydrocarbon matrices such as polypropylene (PP) [9-11] and polyethylene (PE) [12-14]. The 
incompatibility may cause problems in the composite processing and material properties. 
Since the cellulose is hydrophilic property, natural fiber cannot be uniformly dispersed in 
most non-polar polymer media. This is a major disadvantage of natural fiber reinforced 
composites. Consequently, modification of natural fiber is important in order to improve 
compatibility with a wider variety of matrices.  
Researchers are looking for the various possibilities of combining natural fibers such as 
sisal, flax, hemp, jute, banana, wood and various grasses with polymer matrices from non-
renewable and renewable resources to have desirable performance for composite materials 
[15]. The field of natural fiber reinforced polymer composites promises to lead the 
environmental friendly system, high-potential natural fiber that can replace some of the 
synthetic materials. 
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1.4 Chemical surface modification 
In order to improve the interfacial adhesion and dispersion between hydrophilic biomass 
filler and hydrophobic polymer matrix, many researcher in the field of natural fiber reinforced 
polymer composites particularly focused on the modification of natural fibers surface as 
fillers. This is a very important issue, because the simple addition of natural-organic fillers to 
a polymer matrix may lead to poor mechanical properties in comparison to the single polymer. 
Chemical modification such as acetylation, alkali, anhydride, silane, and isocyanate 
treatments is an interesting method to improve the surface properties of natural fibers, though 
having a primary drawback represented by the costs that, especially in the case of 
complicated techniques, can rise to such a level to make this method not suitable for 
industrial applications. Chemical and morphological modification can be very heterogeneous 
depending on the treatment conditions, therefore it is not easy to generalize. 
Modification relies on chemical and physical techniques, mainly focused on grafting 
chemical groups capable of improving the interfacial interactions between fibers and polymer 
matrix. Promoters and compatibilizers in surface modification methods for the natural fiber 
reinforced polymer composites were described in many papers. Among different coupling 
agents, maleic anhydride is the most commonly used. In general, the literature reports 
improvements in tensile strength and elongation at break when maleic anhydride grafted 
matrix is used as compatibilizer (coupling agent) [16]. The most investigated matrices are 
polyolefin, while the adhesion promoters are mainly based on the same polyolefin or similar 
structure modified with maleic anhydride. However, the combination of promoters and 
compatibilizers between matrices and fibers is quite variable, depending on the polymer 
matrix used, the filler type and quantity, the adhesion promoter used (i.e. the polymer on 
which it is prepared, its molecular weight, the modifier percentage, etc.) and its amount, the 
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processing techniques, etc. In addition, chemical modifications and compatibilizer syntheses 
are relatively expensive, complicated, and time-consuming. A fundamental and complete 
solution to this problem requires an introduction of the new surface modification method. 
 
 
1.5 Vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP) method 
The coating method for the fine structures of complicated substrate surfaces with thin 
polymer layer is an excellent method, when their chemical properties are being modified. In 
order to overcome the problems associated with promoter and compatibilizers, I focused on 
the vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP) as a new surface modification 
method capable of improving the interfacial interactions between fibers and polymer matrix. 
Many technologies for the gaseous monomer processing of solid substrate surface have been 
developed, for chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [17-25], laser-generated gas-phase 
polymerization [26-28], and plasma polymerization [29-35]. Vapor processing is well suited 
to modify surface properties of bulk materials. However, these methods frequently make 
complex polymeric products such as insoluble networks. However, the VASP techniquemay 
give solutions for these problems, because of its solventless process and superior diffusing 
ability of gaseous monomers. 
On the other hand, conventional technologies such as surface initiated 
polymerization(SIP) with free radicals[36-38], atom-transfer radical(ATRP), anion, iniferter  
polymerization methods, micro-contact printing with free radical polymerization，ring-
opening metathesis polymerization(ROMP) [39-41] and “grafting on” the surface and photo 
lithography with free radical, they have allowed the design of fine patterns to be easily 
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reproduced on solid surfaces. In spite of the remarkable developments achieved in the 
techniques of polymer coating, there are still some problems associated with the liquid 
processes involved in polymer composite preparation, such as the requirement of a large 
amount of aqueous/organic solvent, the aggregation of substrates due to insufficient affinity 
with the monomer, the high viscosity of the monomer solution, the swelling of products in 
solution, volume shrinkage in the subsequent drying process, the difficulty of achieving 
monomer change and the lower level of homogeneous dispersibility in matrix polymers. 
The VASP technique is the simplest method for coating thin layer on solid substrate 
surfaces with the advantages of being solvent-free and precise. It is unlike the plasma 
polymerization [42-48], initiators on substrate surfaces avoid unnecessary reactions in a gas 
phase and fabricate polymer layers with well-defined chemical structures that resemble their 
bulk counterparts. Gaseous and vaporized monomers have obvious advantages in their 
diffusion power onto various types of surfaces, such as extremely wide, very narrow spatial, 
complex 3D shaped, and even if chemically incompatible ones and VASP provide thin layer 
coatings on the surfaces, fulfill the narrow spaces of gaps and pores, and even confine 
particle substrates within capsules. This is because the VASP processes: adsorption of 
gaseous monomer molecules and simultaneous polymerization, are very gentle in comparison 
with liquid and melt processes. When these gaps and spaces are wider than the size of 
monomer molecule, the vaporized monomer can diffuse and penetrate interstitially give the 
additional advantages on within the solid substrates, and adsorb on surfaces by various forces 
such as H-bonding and hydrophobic interaction, or according to the adsorption equilibrium. 
After the diffusion and adsorption on the interstitial surfaces, the monomers polymerize in a 
manner of “pseudo-grafting from” form substrate surfaces. Polymer chains then grow on the 
surfaces of substrate by filling the spaces, giving a superior anchoring effect, with excellent 
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binding strength at the polymer/substrate interface. 
 
 
 
Kim et al. described that VASP was applied to prepare biomass-based composites 
from wood flour and PLLA. VASP of LLA successfully proceeded on wood flour surfaces, 
which became covered by the accumulation of newly generated PLLA. Kim and co-authors 
focused on the interfacial interaction with substrate surfaces and the formation of highly 
crystallized polymer layers, which open up the possibility for the composite construction of 
specific surfaces and interfaces. There are some interactive effects between the wood flour 
surfaces and PLLA layers. To our knowledge, however, there is no previous report on the 
mechanical properties of fiber reinforced thermoplastic composites. Therefore, VASP is 
applied to one of very attractive surface modification method in polymer composite fields in 
this thesis. 
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1. 6 Agricultural wastes 
Agricultural residues are excellent alternative waste materials to substitute wood because 
they are plentiful, widespread, and easily available. Aside from their abundance and 
renewability, utilization of agricultural residues has advantages for economy, environment, 
and technology. Biomass waste such as agricultural residues is creating great environmental 
concerns, with approximately 200 billion tonnes of lignocellulosic wastes being produced 
annually [49]. Much effort has focused to find alternatives and environmental friendly 
handling and disposal of these wastes, it include recycling to produce revenue generating 
products. Although most biomass is suitable and is being converted to animal feed [50], there 
is still exploitation potential as agricultural residues are abundant, renewable, and relatively 
economical.  
The scope of the work in natural fiber reinforced plastics field is to process agricultural 
waste fibers in order to evaluate and compare their suitability as reinforcing agents for 
composite applications. Although there are some useful studies in the literature on 
agricultural fibers in composites, there are still many gaps in information and the knowledge 
of composites including agriculture residues, which must be closed in order to stimulate 
commercial production of these novel materials. 
 
 
1.7 Research targets 
Herein, I focused on agricultural waste as an alternative material of petroleum-based 
material. Agricultural waste can be a valuable resource because of renewable material. In 
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order to provide a valuable greener product using agricultural waste, polymer/ agricultural 
waste composites has been fabricated in academic and industrial fields. Therefore, 
applications of agricultural natural fibers and/or bio-based polymers are proposed as the 
potential resources to replace a synthetic petroleum-based material. Since, however, the 
incompatibility between the hydrophilic natural fiber and hydrophobic polymer matrices 
makes it difficult to disperse the individual fiber throughout polymer matrices, and the 
incorporation of agricultural waste into polymer matrices may compromise certain 
mechanical properties. In order to overcome the poor compatibility between the natural fiber 
and polymer matrices, this thesis is studied and discussed in the control of surface property to 
induce original potentials of natural fiber in polymer/ agricultural waste composites.  
This thesis consists of five chapters; Chapter 1 deals with an introduction of polymer 
composites reinforced with cellulose based on fibers for sustainable greener production and 
raise some issues for it. Chapter 2 deals with the enhancement of interface adhesion between 
polymer and natural fiber using compatibilizer. In order to evaluate mechanical properties of 
the compatibility between polypropylene (PP) and Erianthus fiber (ETF), maleic anhydride-
modified polypropylene (MAPP) as a compatibilizer was applied to fabricate the composites. 
Chapter 3 deals with a simple surface modification method instead of using compatibilizer 
for the enhancement of compatibility between matrices and natural fibers. To overcome 
bothersome points in compatibilizer application, the author has been focusing on the vapor-
phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP) that is not only a surface coating method for 
fabrication of composites but it will be also a wide range of applicable substrates. Chapter 4 
deals with development of VASP method for practical use. As more simple and  large scale 
of the coating method than previous one, the gas-flow type of vapor-phase assisted surface 
polymerization (VASP-F) was developed, and  the substrate surface could be polymerized 
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through monomer mist produced by monomer bubbling. Chapter 5 conclude from my result 
that this study might be useful to the improvement of compatibility in the 
polymer/agricultural waste composites as a greener product for future environments. 
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Chapter 2. Development of biocomposites containing Erianthus 
Arundinaceus as cellulose resource crops 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The biomass materials are expected to contribute a key role for the reduction in carbon 
dioxide which induce reducing or decreasing energy consumption and dependency on fossil 
energy. It is attracting attention as one of the measures for depletion of petroleum resources 
and prevention of global warming [1, 2]. A production of bio fuels derived from biomass not 
only shows an effect of low environmental load because of lower generating of greenhouse 
gas than gasoline, but is expected to create secondary effects such as positive utilization of 
farmland and forest, formation of sustainable society, and creation of new industry and 
employment. However, the use of biomass in preparation of green product such as 
biocomposites increases the amount of grain and causes people to worry about food supply 
[3]. Natural resources as non-grains for the natural additives require numerous advantages 
such as a low cost, low density, high toughness, acceptable specific strength properties, the 
ease of separation, and biodegradability. 
Erianthus (Erianthus Arundinaceus) has attracted considerable interest for a cellulose 
based resource crop which can resolve this problem [4-6]. Erianthus is a large perennial plant 
which grows naturally in Thailand, and, as it is strong against diseases and insects, has a 
strong resistance to dryness and excessive humidity, and can be highly productive even in a 
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land unsuitable for farming, it is experimentally cultivated recently as the raw material for bio 
ethanol in domestic and is used for studies on bio-ethanol [7]. 
Since natural fiber reinforced polymer composites, as an important branch in the field of 
composite materials, the research fields in electronic appliances, automobile and construction 
have been attractive [8, 9]. Although natural fibers can offer the resulting composites many 
advantages such as abundance and therefore low cost, biodegradability, minimal health 
hazards, low density, desirable fiber aspect ratio, and relatively high tensile and flexural 
modulus, the usually polar fibers have inherently low compatibility with non-polar polymer 
matrices, especially hydrocarbon matrices such as polypropylene (PP) and polyethylene (PE). 
The innovation in this work is the dispersion of Erianthus fibers (ETF) with 
compatibilizer in PP by extrusion, to produce a material with an improvement in mechanical 
properties. The aim is to provide a general-purpose material from biomass that does not 
compete with food as an alternate material from the petroleum base. Non-grain crops such as 
cellulose resources crops for bio fuels are also attractive materials as same as agricultural 
wastes because of non-food crops. Although researchers have focused on a cellulose resource 
crops for the biofuels resource, studies for a materials resource is few. Prior to use, the ETF, 
obtained from the stem, was milled and sieved to promote fibrillation and increase aspect 
ratio. The composites were prepared in a twin screw extruder to choose the processing 
method for a good dispersion of ETF. After determination of the processing conditions, the 
composites were characterized by FTIR, thermogravimetry, mechanical properties, and 
scanning electronic microscopy. 
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2.2 Experimental 
 
2.2.1 Materials 
The materials employed in this investigation were polypropylene (PP - YF6, PP Japan 
Polypropylene Corporation, Ltd., Japan) as the matrix and MA-g-PP (New Max-1010, Sanyo 
Chemical Industries, Ltd., Japan) as the compatibilizer. Erianthus (Erianthus Arundinaceus) 
fibers (ETF) was purchased from National Agriculture and Food Research Organization 
(NARO) in Japan and used as received. 
 
2.2.2 Grinding process 
Fig. 2-1 shows the stems of Erianthus and pulverized Erianthus fibers. Cut Erianthus 
fibers (4-5cm) were pulverized in twice by the pin mills (Pulverizer M-2 MILL Model 
Machine; NARA MACHINERY Co., Ltd, JAPAN) under 7000 rpm with a screen size (0.5 
mm). The particles were sieved by sieving machine (AS-200 model machine; Retsch Co., Ltd, 
JAPAN) to separate fiber size 0 – 63, 63 – 106, 106 - 150 and 150 - 250 μm (Table 2-1). The 
Erianthus fibers (ETF) were dried in an oven at 80 ºC for 48 h, and stored in polyethylene 
bags until use. The separated fibers were measured to calculate aspect ratio in 400 pieces of 
fibers, respectively (Table 2-1). The separated fibers observed thermal degradation behavior, 
respectively (Fig. 2-2).
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Figure 2-1. Photo Images of Erianthus (a), Erianthus stem (b),  
and the grinded Erianthus fibers (c) 
 
 
Table 2-1. Distribution volume of Erianthus fibers (ETF) after sieving 
Sample. 
Erianthus fibers (ETF) 
0-63 μm 63~106 μm 106~150 μm 150~250 μm 250 μm < 
Weight ratio 
(wt%) 15.4 11.9 13.8 41.0 18.0 
Short width(μm) 16.0 50.6 66.4 95.6 - 
Long width(μm) 43.8 179.9 248.5 366.7 - 
Aspect ratio 2.7 3.5 3.7 3.8 - 
 
 
1cm 
 
1cm 
(a) (b)
(c)
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Figure 2-2. TG curves of differential size of Erianthus fibers (ETF) 
 
 
2.2.3 Typical procedure of ETF/PP composites 
30wt% of ETF and MAPP were compounded with PP using a small twin-screw extruder 
(160B Type, Imoto Machinery Co., Ltd, Japan). The mass ratio of MAPP to ETF was 0, 1, 3, 
5, and 7wt%. The processing zone in extruder is divided into four temperature zones being 
individually adjustable. The temperature of each processing zone was maintained at 90-190-
210-185 ºC and the rotation speed was 16 rpm. After mixing of ETF and PP, the extrudate in 
the form of strands were allowed to cool to room temperature and pelletized using a pelletizer. 
The extruded pellets were stored in sealed polyethylene bags to avoid moisture infiltration. 
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2.2.4 Mechanical testing  
The extruded pellets were injection molded for flexural test bars (20 mm x 5 mm x 2 
mm)  using an injection molding machine (IMC-18D1 , Imoto Machinery Co., Ltd, Japan) 
and the composite film (40 mm x 5 mm x 0.5 mm) for tensile test samples were prepared 
using a hot press machine(IMC-180C , Imoto Machinery Co., Ltd, Japan). The temperature, 
time, and pressure for hot-press process are 190 ºC, 2 min, and 30 MPa, respectively. Flexural 
tests and tensile tests were conducted according to IMC-18E0 Model Machine (Imoto 
Machinery Co., Ltd, Japan) at a speed of 5 mm/min. The six replicates were prepared for 
these tests for each composite composition. 
 
2.2.5 Characterization  
Fourier transforms infrared (FTIR) spectra of WSFs and composites were recorded on a 
Perkin Elmer Spectrometer GX2000R. Reflection spectra were measured on a Golden Gate 
Diamond ATR (10500) module with a germanium crystal by the single-reflection ATR 
method. Sample sheets of equal size were soaked in water at 70°C for 24 h and air dried. The 
ratio of the weight of absorbed water in a swollen sample to the weight of the swollen sample 
refers to the equilibrium water content. Thermal degradation behavior of fibers and 
composites was analyzed by a thermogravimeter (TG). TG was conducted on a Seiko 
Instrumental Inc. EXSTAR 6200 TG/DTA system in an aluminum pan (5 mmφ) under a 
constant nitrogen flow (100 mL min-1) using about 8-9 mg of film sample. Dynamic thermal 
degradation of the sample was conducted at prescribed heating rates, φ, of 10 °C min-1 in a 
temperature range of 30 to 550 °C. The tensile fracture surface of composites sputtered 
carbon by a HITACHI E-1030 instrument and they were observed by a HITACHI- S3000N 
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scanning electron microscope (SEM) at an accelerating voltage of 4.3, 5.0, and 5.3kV. 
 
 
2.3 Results and discussion 
 
2.3.1 Pulverization of Erianthus fiber (ETF) 
Fig. 2-3 shows the result of analyzing the composition of hemicellulose, cellulose, and 
lignin ingredients conducted by the method of Noor Ida et al [10-13]. As a result of the 
analysis not only on the composition of the entire stem but also on the inner stem and the rind, 
it is revealed that there is few lignin ingredient in the inner stem, of which the main 
ingredients are hemicellulose and cellulose [14]. Next, TG/DTG measurement was conducted 
in order to observe the thermal decomposition behavior of each sample (Fig. 2-4). While the 
weights of the stem and rind of Erianthusis decreased at the temperature of 230 °C, the 
weight of the inside component is decreased at a lower temperature than that. It is supposed 
that thermal decomposition of hemicellulose ingredient, which is lower thermal degradation 
temperature, is suppressed by the rind which contains large quantity of lignin ingredient. 
Accordingly, we used the entire Erianthus stem as an organic filler to make polymer 
composites. Distribution of pulverized Erianthus powder separated to each fiber size by 0μm 
to 63μm, 63μm to 106μm, 106μm to 150μm and 150μm to 250μm, respectively.   
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Figure 2-3. Chemical component of Erianthus fibers (ETF) 
 
 
 
Figure 2-4. TG and DTG curves of Erianthus, rind, and inner stem 
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2.3.2 Mechanical Properties of ETF Composites 
The quality of interfacial bonding is determined by several factors, such as the nature of 
fiber and polymer components, the fiber aspect ratio, the processing procedure and surface 
property. The short ETF and PP were mixed using the twin screw extruder as listed in Table 
2-2, and the composites were pelletized. The test pieces for tensile and flexural test were 
molded from the composites. In order to investigate the effect of aspect ratio in ETF, PP 
composites containing each classified ETF were characterized by tensile tests (Fig. 2-5(a)). 
All of PP/ETF composites appeared to have lower tensile strength than PP as a matrix, and 
the tensile modulus were slightly higher than PP. This is due to lack of significant interfacial 
interaction between fillers and polymer matrix [15-18]. Above all, the composite containing 
ETF powder by 150μm to 250μm indicated higher tensile strength and lower tensile modulus 
in comparison with others. Due to the larger surface area in high aspect ratio of ETF, it was 
expected to high interact between fiber and matrix. And also, water absorption rate in PP/ETF 
composites was investigated, respectively. As a result, absorption rate of PP/ETF composite 
was increased with decrease of ETF size because surface area of ETF was increased in the 
matrix. Herein, the tensile fracture surface of composites was observed by SEM (Fig. 2-6(a-
d)). As a result, the cross-section of the composite specimen using the classified fibers 
oriented to the injection direction. The gaps were easily found at interfaces because of weak 
interaction between small fibers and the PLLA matrix. Since the interaction at interfaces was 
increased with increasing of fiber surface area in matrix, the fractured fiber was observed in 
PP composite containing large ETF by SEM. 
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Table 2-2. Characteristics of PP/ETF composites  
Entry. Fibers Size PP  (wt.%) 
ETF 
(wt.%) 
Td10 
(℃) 
Water 
Absorbent (%) 
1 — 100 0 401.3 0 
2 0~63㎛ 70 30 300.7 6.2 
3 63~106㎛ 70 30 307.8 5.6 
4 106~150㎛ 70 30 310.5 4.9 
5 150~250㎛ 70 30 320.6 4.1 
 
The flexural test performed according to three points of the bending test according to JIS 
K 7171, and the PP/ETF samples evaluated flexural strength and modulus respectively. From 
the results as shown in Fig. 2-5(b), unlike the results of tensile test in PP/ETF composites, the 
results of the flexural strength and modulus were higher than PP. ETF has higher flexural 
modules than PP, it is contributed to compressive strength because flexural strength 
contributed to both tensile and compression. Since ETF works as the filler in polymer matrix, 
the larger classified fiber has its tendency. 
Since ETF as a cellulose resource crop is hydrophilicity and PP is hydrophobicity, they 
are immiscible materials, respectively. The interface adhesion between fibers and polymer 
matrix in fiber reinforced plastics is significantly influenced on the mechanical properties. To 
obtain the compatibility between ETF and PP, maleic anhydride modified polypropylene 
(MAPP) as a compatibilizer was used for the composite to evaluate the mechanical properties 
[19]. ETF classified by the 106-150μm and 150-250μm of sieves showed the higher 
mechanical performances in composite without a compatibilizer. It was not only mixed in PP 
under weight ratio of 30/70 (wt/wt), but also added MAPP 1, 3, 5 and 7%  to make the 
ETF/PP/MAPP pellet using extruder (Table 2-3). The results of tensile strength and modulus 
were shown in Fig. 2-7(a). 
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Figure 2-5. Effect of size distribution of fiber on the ETF/PP composites tensile strength 
and modulus (a), flexural strength and modulus (b) 
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Figure 2-6. Cross-section (Vertical direction is injection direction) images of PP/ETF and  
PP/ETF/MAPP composites using SEM: Entry 2(a), Entry 3(b), Entry 4(c),  
Entry 5(d), Entry 4-5(e), and Entry 5-3(f) 
 
 
As a whole, The PP/ETF composite including MAPP shows higher performances for the 
tensile strength and modulus in comparison with the PP/ETF composite without the 
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compatibilizer [20]. It is supposed that the interface adhesion between ETF and PP matrix 
was improved using MAPP as a compatibilizer. Since the PP/ETF/MAPP composite shows 
lower value of water absorption than the PP/ETF composite, it is indicated that MAPP in the 
PP/ETF/MAPP composite was smoothly reacted on ETF surface [21, 22]. Although the 
flexural strength and modulus in PP/ETF composites were increased with 1, 3, 5wt% of 
MAPP in the case of ETF powder classified with 106-150μm sieve used, the flexural strength 
and modulus in PP/ETF composites including 7wt% of MAPP was decreased. On the other 
hand, the tensile strength and modulus of composite including the ETF classified at 150-
250μm were increased with the addition of  1wt% and 3 wt% of MAPP, but the products 
including 5wt% and 7wt% of MAPP indicated the lower tensile strength and modulus. In the 
results of flexural strength and modulus in the composite including MAPP, the mechanical 
properties increased in comparison with PP/ETF composite with no addition of MAPP (Fig.2-
7(b)). In addition, addition effects of MAPP differ depending of ETF fiber size as similar to 
the results of tensile test. In case of the ETF fiber classified at 106-150μm, the composite 
including 5wt% MAPP showed the highest flexural strength and modulus, which were 
approximately 1.3 times higher than non-additive. On the other hand, the addition of 3wt% 
MAPP to the composite including ETF classified at 150-250μm showed the highest flexural 
strength and modulus. Therefore, the additive effect of MAPP is different according to the 
filled ETF size in the composite. To give significantly effect to the interface adhesive 
between ETF and polymer by the compatibilizer, the mechanical properties in the resulting 
products were affected. As a reference test, the flexural strength and modulus of PP were 
measured after addition of only 5wt% MAPP. It was indicated that the flexural strength of 
PP/5wt%MAPP was 57.0MPa and modulus was 1.13GPa. The resulting of these mechanical 
properties was decreased around 10-13% in comparison with that of PP. The fiber in the 
polymer induced reinforcement effect causing to affect the mechanical properties. And also, 
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the mechanical properties of the composite might be decreased by the excess addition of 
MAPP to the PP. The effect of MAPP depended on the surface area of ETF fiber. The 
mechanical properties indicated the decreasing tendency when the addition of MAPP 
exceeded a threshold because the mechanical strength of MAPP oneself is not so high. 
 
 
Table 2-3. Characteristics of PP/ETF/MAPP composites  
Entry. Fibers Size PP  (wt.%) 
ETF  
(wt.%) 
MAPP 
(wt.%) 
Water 
Absorbent (%) 
4-1 106~150㎛ 70 30 100 : 1 3.7 
4-3 106~150㎛ 70 30 100 : 3 3.5 
4-5 106~150㎛ 70 30 100 : 5 3.3 
4-7 106~150㎛ 70 30 100 : 7 3.1 
5-1 150~250㎛ 70 30 100 : 1 3.4 
5-3 150~250㎛ 70 30 100 : 3 3.0 
5-5 150~250㎛ 70 30 100 : 5 2.8 
5-7 150~250㎛ 70 30 100 : 7 2.6 
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Figure 2-7. Influence of MAPP to ETF/PP composites tensile strength and modulus (a), 
flexural strength and modulus (b) 
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The specimen provided through injection mold was fractured perpendicularly to an 
injection direction and observed in a direction perpendicular to the specimen surface with a 
scanning electron microscope. The SEM images as shown in Figure 2-6(e-f) didn't show the 
interface destruction between polymer matrix and fiber, which unlike the case of the ETF/PP 
composites it showed the destruction of the fiber mainly [23]. Therefore, it was clear that the 
interface adhesion between polymer matrix and fiber in ETF/PP/MAPP composite was 
increased by addition of MAPP in comparison with the ETF/PP composite. 
   
2.3.3 Thermal properties of composites 
The thermal degradation behavior of ETF/PP composites was observed by TG, 
respectively. The ETF/PP composite showed two-step degradation behavior in comparison 
with that of ETF or PP as shown in Fig.8. It was found that the composite including larger 
size of fiber had slightly higher the heat resistance than that including smaller size of fiber. It 
is supposed that the degradation of ETF/PP composite first showed thermal degradation of 
fiber in the composite then degradation of PP component occurred continuously. The fiber 
size of ETF in the composite did not show significant difference of the thermal degradation 
behavior of fiber in itself. Therefore, in order to accelerate the thermal degradation at the 
contact point of fiber in the polymer because fiber dispersing in the polymer works like a 
wedge for molecules chain, the thermal degradation of composite including smaller size of 
fiber might be slightly accelerated in comparison with larger size of fiber. Since the smaller 
size of fiber in the composite has larger contact area with polymer matrix, the ETF fiber in 
ETF/PP composite was easily degraded. On the other hand, the thermal degradation behavior 
of ETF/PP/ MAPP composite showed no significant differences when it compared with that 
of composite under additive free. Addition of MAPP in the composite didn't affect the 
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degradation behavior of the composite because the quantity of MAPP was very few in a 
whole. 
     
Figure 2-8. TG curves of PP, ETF, ETF/PP composites, and ETF/PP/MAPP 
 
 
2.4 Conclusion 
The PP composite with Erinathus as a cellulose resource crops was successfully prepared 
using twin screw extrusion followed by injection molding, and the influence of the sieved 
fiber and compatibilizer were examined to give the mechanical properties of the ETF/PP 
composite. As results of the tensile test and the flexural test, even though mechanical 
properties of PP were decreased by addition of ETF as filler, ETF/PP composite improved the 
interface adhesion between polymer matrix and fiber by addition of compatibilizer and 
mechanical properties also improved. The classified fiber according to sieve size shows 
difference in contact area of the fiber in the polymer matrix, the resulting product was 
influenced to the thermal degradability of the composite, and it not affected only the 
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mechanical properties of the composite but also the amount of compatibilizer in the matrix. 
In this result, it is the first report that the polymer composite using Erianthus, which is not 
only cellulose resource crops but also one of agricultural wastes, was prepared and evaluated, 
and also ETF can greatly expect its potential as a filler through further investigation for 
natural fiber reinforced composites. 
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Chapter 3. Enhancement of compatibility based on vapor-phase 
assisted surface polymerization (VASP) method for poly 
(L,L-lactide) composites with wheat straw fiber 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
In previous Chapter 2, ETF/PP composite materials were produced through composites 
of Erianthus, a cellulose resource crop, and PP by way of melting and injection molding, and 
the effect of the fiber size and addition of compatibilizer on the mechanical properties of the 
composites was reviewed. However, MAPP should be grafted in polymer, and the pre-test is 
required. And the can cause problems of environmental pollution and reduction in molecular 
weight. So focused on Vapor-phase Assisted Surface Polymerization (VASP)-treatment [1-3] 
as a modification method for the fiber surface and investigated. In addition, low 
environmental load / biodegradable polymer used in consideration of the composites were 
replaced with a PLLA [4-6]. Agricultural wastes can be used as filler materials in the poly 
(L,L-lactide) [PLLA] matrix as a bio-plastic to construct an all bio-based composite, it can be 
expected to enhance the mechanical property and to reduce costs. Previous investigations of 
biodegradable PLLA composites based on agricultural wastes have attempted to improve the 
interfacial adhesion between natural fibers and hydrophobic matrices [7-11]. In order to 
improve the compatibility between polymer matrices and agricultural waste in bio-based 
composite, I newly focus on vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP) technique 
that is the simplest method for coating thin layer on solid substrate surfaces with the 
advantages of being solvent less and precise [12]. After the diffusion and adsorption on the 
surfaces, the monomers polymerize on the substrate surfaces. VASP is an excellent method 
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for preserving the fine structures of delicate substrate surfaces such as biomaterials in 
comparison with liquid and melting processes.  
Also, I have a new agricultural waste [13] used as a filler material was examined. The 
Erianthus fibers (ETF) in Chapter 2 was used as a filler material on the bio-ethanol is used as 
a study, but there are difficulties in use in the domestic, especially in Thailand and Malaysia 
country is cultivated mainly because a small amount. Due to these problems, a new cellulose-
based resource crop by was reviewed. The standard of review (1) widely cultivated, (2) 
Annually restoration, (3) low price, (4) in conjunction with economic and other industries. I 
examined four kinds of focus in conformity. Among them were examined on agricultural 
waste. Agricultural wastes are an available of estimated 500 million tons in North America 
alone each year. Approximately 120 million tons of these residues are generated by wheat 
crops [14]. Only a small percentage is being used in applications such as feedstock and 
energy production. Most burn out in the field. So I’m are agricultural waste was used for this 
study. 
The purpose of this paper is to present high-performance bio- based composite designed 
with VASP attributes. VASP of methyl methacrylate (MMA) was carried out on surfaces of 
WSF [15-20] as an agricultural waste to include in PLLA, which was expected to achieve 
improved mechanical properties in the composites. PMMA should be more compatible than 
WSF with PLLA because of the compatible in PLLA. PMMA was chosen here to modify 
compatible properties between the hydrophilic WSF and hydrophobic PLLA because PMMA 
is a hydrophobic polymer that adsorbed and coated on WSF. To evaluate VASP of MMA on 
WSF surface and the modified effect of VASP of PLLA / WSF composites, obtained 
composites were examined using various analytical methods. 
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3.2 Experimental 
 
3.2.1 Materials 
Monomer: MMA (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.) was distilled under reduced 
pressure from CaH2 just before polymerization. Substrate: wheat straw fibers (WSF) was 
purchased from National Agriculture and Food Research Organization (NARO) in Japan and 
used as received. Initiator: 2,2'-azobis(isobutyronitrile), (AIBN) was purchased from Wako 
Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. and used as received. Polymer matrix: poly(L,L-lactide), 
PLLA was received from TOYOTA Ltd. All solvents were commercially obtained and used 
as received. 
 
3.2.2 Grinding process 
Cut wheat straw (4-5cm) was pulverized in twice by the pin mills (Pulverizer M-2 MILL 
Model Machine; NARA MACHINERY Co., Ltd, JAPAN) under 8000 rpm with a screen size 
(0.5 mm). The particles were sieved by sieving machine (AS-200 model machine; Retsch Co., 
Ltd, JAPAN) to choose fiber size 106-63 μm. The wheat straw fibers (WSF) were dried in an 
oven at 80 ºC for 48 h, and stored in polyethylene bags until use. 
 
3.2.3 Typical procedure of vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP) 
AIBN adsorbed WSF was prepared in a similar manner as reported elsewhere in detail [3, 
21-23].  Before VASP, to adsorb the initiator AIBN on the WSF surface, WSF (ca. 15 g) 
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was treated with a 0.25 mM CH2Cl2 solution (50 mL) of AIBN at a 1/100 weight ratio to 
WSF at 25 °C for 0.5 h under stirring. After the treatment, CH2Cl2 was removed under 
vacuum at room temperature, resulting in the production of powdery WSF. A typical 
procedure of VASP was carried out in an H-shaped glass tube reactor with a vacuum cock. 
The initiator-adsorbed WSF (ca. 15g) was put into a Petri dish (bottom surface area: 95.03 
cm2) and the Petri dish was set in the bottom of one of the legs of the H-shaped glass tube 
reactor. 5.0 mL of MMA and 4-tert-butylcatechol (ca. 50 mg) were added in another bottom 
of the H-shaped glass tube. The reactor was degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles and 
then sealed under a saturated atmosphere of vaporized MMA. Polymerization was carried out 
at 80 °C for 3 h under a saturated vapor pressure of 3.8 ± 0.3× 103 Pa in a thermostated oven. 
After VASP, obtained product was dried to remove adsorbed unreactant in vacuo and 
weighed to yield the PMMA/VWSF composites (treated with VASP in WSF). The product 
was analyzed intact with Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), and thermogravimetry (TG). Free-polymers on VWSF particle were 
extracted using CHCl3 with a Soxhlet apparatus for 24 h. The isolated polymers were dried 
and analyzed by FTIR, thermogravimetry (TG) and size-exclusion chromatography (SEC). 
 
3.2.4 Typical procedure of WS/PLLA composite 
WSF before and after VASP of MMA were compounded with PLLA using a small twin-
screw extruder (160B Type, Imoto Machinery Co., Ltd, Japan). The mass ratio of the fiber to 
polymer was 5, 15, and 30 wt%. The processing zone in extruder is divided into four 
temperature zones being individually adjustable. The temperature of each processing zone 
was maintained at 90-180-195-175 ºC and the rotation speed was 16 rpm. After mixing of 
WSF and PLLA, the extrudate in the form of strands were allowed to cool to room 
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temperature and pelletized using a pelletizer. The extruded pellets were stored in sealed 
polyethylene bags to avoid moisture infiltration.  
 
3.2.5 Mechanical testing 
The extruded pellets were injection molded for flexural test bars using an injection 
molding machine (IMC-18D1 , Imoto Machinery Co., Ltd, Japan) and the composite film for 
tensile test samples were prepared using a hot press machine(IMC-180C , Imoto Machinery 
Co., Ltd, Japan). Flexural tests and tensile tests were conducted according to IMC-18E0 
Model Machine (Imoto Machinery Co., Ltd, Japan) at a speed of 5 mm/min. The six 
replicates were prepared for these tests for each composite composition. 
 
3.2.6 Characterization 
Fourier transforms infrared (FTIR) spectra of WSFs and composites were recorded on 
a Perkin Elmer Spectrometer GX2000R. Reflection spectra were measured on a Golden Gate 
Diamond ATR (10500) module with a germanium crystal by the single-reflection ATR 
method. Molecular weights of the sample were measured by size exclusion chromatography 
(SEC) on a TOSOH HLC-8320 SEC system with a refractive index (RI) detector at 40 °C 
using a TOSOH TSKgel Super HM-M column and chloroform (HPLC grade) eluent (0.6 mL 
min-1). The calibration curves for SEC analysis were obtained using polystyrene standards 
with a low polydispersity (5.0 × 102, 1.05 × 103, 2.5 × 103, 5.87 × 103, 9.49 × 103, 1.71 × 104, 
3.72 × 104, 9.89 × 104, 1.89 × 105, 3.97 × 105, 7.07 × 105, 1.11 × 106, TOSOH Corporation). 
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The sample (12 mg) was dissolved in chloroform (2 mL) and the solution was filtered 
through a membrane filter with a 0.45 μm pore size. 
Thermal degradation behavior of PLLA/VWSF and PLLA/WSF composites was 
analyzed by a thermogravimeter (TG). TG was conducted on a Seiko Instrumental Inc. 
EXSTAR 6200 TG/DTA system in an aluminum pan (5 mmφ) under a constant nitrogen flow 
(100 mL min-1) using about 8-9 mg of film sample. Dynamic thermal degradation of the 
sample was conducted at prescribed heating rates, φ, of 10 °C min-1 in a temperature range of 
30 to 550 °C. WSF samples before and after VASP of MMA and the tensile fracture surface 
of composites sputtered carbon by a HITACHI E-1030 instrument and they were observed by 
a HITACHI- S3000N scanning electron microscope (SEM) at an accelerating voltage of 4.3, 
5.0, and 5.3kV. 
 
 
3.3 Results and discussion 
3.3.1 VASP of MMA on wheat straw fibers (WSF) 
Performances of composite rely on the dispersibility of biomass fiber in polymer matrix. 
One of the advantages of vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP) process to 
natural fibers is to be able to cover the substrate surface by the accumulation of the anew 
generated polymer [3]. Poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) shows good affinity to PLLA [24]. 
To investigate the properties of the PLLA composite containing WSF, the surface 
modification of WSF was conducted using VASP of methyl methacrylate (MMA). In this 
report, we attempted to prepare PLLA composites with WSF which was coated by VASP of 
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MMA in order to obtain high performance of biomass based composites. VASP of MMA was 
carried out on WSF as a substrate, on which used AIBN as a well-known initiator for the 
radical polymerization of MMA [12]. The polymerization was conducted under saturated 
vapor pressure of MMA at 80 ºC as listed in Table 3-1. The products were analyzed by FT-IR, 
SEM, TG, and SEC. 
 
Table 3-1. VASP of methyl methacrylate (MMA) with AIBN on wheat straw fibers (WSF) 
Entry 
WSF MMA
(mL)
Time
(h) 
Temp
(ºC)
Increment Mw 
(x104) Mw/Mng AIBNa) (mg/g) g wt (%) 
A 51.8 51.6 25.9 3 80 77.3 ±1.1 48.8 ±0.9 45.5 3.7 
a) AIBN: 2,2'-Azobis(isobutyronitrile) 
 
As a result, weight of WSF after VASP of MMA for 3h was increased around 47-50 wt%. 
The WSF after VASP of MMA was washed by CHCl3 through Soxhlet extraction to measure 
the molecular weight of PMMA.SEC result of extracted PMMA shows Mw =45.5 x 104 and 
Mw/Mn =3.7. 
In Fig. 3-1, FTIR spectra of WSF before and after VASP of MMA were observed as 
shown in Fig. 3-1. And also commercial available PMMA was measured as reference. WSF 
after VASP of MMA showed the characteristic peaks at 1721 cm-1 assignable to νC=O as same 
as a standard PMMA. The FTIR spectrum of VASP of PMMA on VWSF  shows no peak in 
the wavenumber range of 3100-3700 cm-1 assignable to νO-H of hydroxyl groups in original 
WSF, indicating that the surfaces were covered by PMMA. The signal at 1730 cm-1 for 
carbonyl stretching bond in WSF is attributed to hemicellulose [25, 26]. When the 
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accumulated PMMA layers were removed using CHCl3 with a Soxhlet extraction apparatus, 
the residual WSF ingredient showed almost the same FT-IR spectrum as the original WSF. 
Interestingly, the νC=O absorption peak on residual VWSF surfaces after the extraction 
treatment also appeared at 1721 cm-1 and also νO-H absorption peak of hydroxyl groups 
decreased in comparison with original WSF. 
 
 
Figure 3-1. FT-IR spectra of PMMA (a), wheat straw fibers before (b) and after VASP of 
MMA (c), and extracted wheat straw fibers after VASP (d) 
 
SEM images of the WSF before (Fig. 3-2a and b) and after VASP (Fig. 3-2c and d), and 
VWSF after extraction by Soxhlet method (Fig. 3-2e and f) were shown in Fig. 3-2. The 
surface morphology on WSF was significantly changed because of PMMA deposition after 
VASP of MMA. Though VWSF showed PMMA deposition, VWSF after washing with 
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CHCl3 by Soxhlet method could not observe the polymer accumulation from SEM images 
even if we confirmed the PMMA on WSF surface after extraction in FTIR spectra. 
 
 
Figure 3-2. SEM images of wheat straw fibers before (a, b) and after VASP of MMA (c, d), 
and extracted wheat straw fibers after VASP (e, f) 
 
In order to investigate thermal degradable behavior, WSF and VWSF were analyzed by 
TG and differential TG (DTG) as shown in Fig. 3-3. As can be seen from degradation curve 
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of WSF in Fig. 3-3, the WSF was decomposed around 200 °C, and its maximum rate of 
weight loss occurred at 310 °C. On the other hand, the TG/DTG profiles of VWSF showed 
two narrow weight loss regions of 240-340 °C and 340-410 °C corresponding to the 
degradation of WSF and PMMA components, respectively. This result suggested that the 
VWSF had slightly higher thermal stability than pristine WSF, and the thermal stability might 
be induced by specific interactions at interfaces between the WSF and the accumulated 
PMMA layers. After extraction of VWSF in CHCl3 with Soxhlet apparatus, degradation 
behavior of VWSF after washing showed higher thermal stability than that of WSF. This 
result suggests that PMMA was grafted on WSF surface after VASP. Therefore, one of the 
causes in thermal stability increasing will be different heat conductivity of PMMA at surface 
of fine structured WSF [25].  
 
 
Figure 3-3. TG and DTG thermographs of commercial PMMA and wheat straw fibers before 
and after VASP of MMA, and washed wheat straw fibers after VASP 
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3.3.2 Characterization of PLLA/WSF and PLLA/VWSF composites 
PLLA composite containing WSF and VWSF were prepared by twin screw extruder as 
listed in Table 3-2. To prepare the biocomposites using PLLA, the most WSF fibril width was 
between 63 and 106 μm after sieving. Two kinds of fiber and three proportion of fibers 
content of 5, 15, 30 wt% were used in the sample preparation. To determine the molecular 
weight of the extruded PLLA with fiber, a free polymeric component dissolved in CHCl3. The 
number- and weight-average molecular weights, analyzed by SEC, of the isolated polymer 
were listed in Table 3-2. A SEC result of original PLLA was Mw =14.7 x 104 and Mw/Mn = 2.0. 
The molecular weight distribution of extracted PMMA indicated very wide value affected to 
a feature of accumulation polymer after VASP process. The extruded PLLA shows lower 
molecular weight value than original PLLA because of thermal degradation. Therefore, the 
resulting products in this study should be considered on a thermal degradation of PLLA 
during the extruded process. The SEC results of PLLA composites containing WSF indicated 
that their molecular weights gradually decrease with increasing in WSF component. 
 
Table 3-2. Composition and SEC results of the PLLA composites containing WSF and 
VWSF 
Entry Sample 
PLLA  
content  
(wt.%) 
Fibers  
content  
(wt.%) 
Mw 
(x104) 
Mn 
(x104) 
Mw/Mn 
1 PLLA 100 0 14.7 7.2 2.0 
2 5WSF95PLLA 95 5 14.0 7.2 2.1 
3 15WSF85PLLA 85 15 13.8 6.6 2.1 
4 30WSF70PLLA 70 30 12.7 6.0 2.1 
5 5VWSF95PLLA 95 5 15.0 6.1 2.5 
6 15VWSF85PLLA 85 15 17.0 6.3 2.7 
7 30VWSF70PLLA 70 30 19.0 6.7 2.8 
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Fig. 3-4 shows the TG and DTG curves of extruded PLLA, original WSF, and the PLLA 
composites containing 30 wt% WSF and VWSF. Though thermal degradation of PLLA 
showed a single degradation curve at 370 °C, the degradation temperature of PLLA 
composites was lower 60-70 °C than that of PLLA. On the other hand, degradation curve of 
WSF gradually decreased from 200 to 350 °C. This is because the acceleration of degradation 
might cause differences of heat conductivity to PLLA at the interface of WSF in composites. 
The char residue of PLLA composite with WSF at 550 °C is about 12.5 wt %, larger than that 
(10.8 wt%) of PLLA composite with VWSF. Interestingly, however, PLLA composite with 
VWSF has higher thermal stability due to its barrier effect of accumulated PMMA in 
comparison with PLLA/WSF composites in DTG results. To clarify the cause of thermal 
stability of PLLA composites including PMMA deposited on WSF, we examined and 
compared the SEC results of PLLA extracted from each composite as shown in Fig. 3-5. 
Thermal degradation of extruded PLLA for the composites was slightly induced and it was 
caused by increase of volume ratio of WSF to PLLA in Fig. 3-4a. On the other hand, SEC 
results of extracted PLLA from PLLA/VWSF indicated the suppression of thermal 
degradation (Fig. 3-4b). These obtained SEC results also verify the barrier effect of 
accumulated PMMA on WSF. 
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Figure 3-4. TG (a) and DTG (b) thermographs of neat PLLA and wheat straw fibers before 
and after VASP of MMA filled PLLA composites (Entry 1: PLLA, Entry 4: PLLA/WSF 
30wt% and Entry 7: PLLA/VWSF 30wt% composites) 
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Figure 3-5. SEC profiles of PLLA/5, 15, 30 wt% WSF composites (a) and  
PLLA/5, 15, 30 wt% VWSF composites (b) 
 
The tensile properties in the composites at the presence of cellulosic fibers can improve 
the mechanical properties of the composites causing several factors such as the nature of 
reinforcement fiber, fiber aspect ratio, fiber-matrix interfacial adhesion, and the fiber 
orientation in the composites [27]. One of the most important parameters controlling the 
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mechanical properties of short fibers composite is compatibility of fibers in the polymer 
matrix. Interfacial affinity between filler and polymer matrix is very important in fibers 
reinforced composites, as it indicates potential strength properties. In order to investigate the 
potential of WSF as reinforcement for PLLA and to determine whether it could be possible to 
improve the interfacial affinity between WSF and PLLA, mechanical properties of 
PLLA/WSF were evaluated and compared with that of PLLA/VWSF. Strength properties of 
PLLA/VWSF expected to be higher than the PLLA/WSF. Tensile testing data are shown in 
Fig. 3-6. 
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Figure 3-6. Tensile (a) and Flexural (b) data for PLLA with various amounts of WSF fibers 
 
Nyambo et al. studied the preparation of green renewable composites based on PLA and 
30 wt % of agricultural natural fibers such as corn stover, wheat straws, soy stalks, and hybrid 
fibers using twin screw extrusion followed by injection molding and evaluated interfacial 
adhesion of the fibers and matrix from the mechanical properties [28]. Commonly, it is 
observed that the value of tensile modulus or stiffness increases when fibers are used as 
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reinforcement in composites. The tensile strength of the composites showed a significant 
decrease resulting from the addition of 5, 15, and 30 wt% WSF to PLLA, while these were 
enhancing the tensile modulus. It is known that the modulus in natural agricultural fibers 
composites increase due to use as rigid filler that increases stiffness. The decrease of tensile 
strength in the composites could plausibly result from the incompatibility of the hydrophilic 
fibers and the hydrophobic polymer. However, the tensile strength was increased from 41 to 
50 MPa in PLLA composite containing 5 wt% VWSF composites compared with PLLA/WSF, 
it indicated a similar value in the neat PLLA. Moreover, increase in tensile modulus was 
observed when the amount of VWSF is varied from 5 to 30 wt%. It's noteworthy that tensile 
strength of PLLA/VWSF composites was not only higher than that of PLLA/WSF 
composites but more enhancing the tensile modulus. These considerations strongly speak in 
favor of the concept that VASP process to cover the WSF surface with thin polymer layer can 
control the compatibility between the hydrophilic fibers and the hydrophobic polymer. 
Moreover, the composites with VWSF suppressed thermal degradation of PLLA which might 
be affected to the tensile strength. 
The improvement of compatibility between fibers and polymer matrix can be seen under 
a scanning electron microscope (SEM) as shown in Fig. Fig. 3-7(a-d) obvious gaps are found 
between fibers and the PLLA matrix (Fig. 3-7a and b). Also, more fiber debonding is seen on 
the fracture surface of the PLLA/WSF samples. Through VASP process to WSF, VWSF 
fibers are well adhered to the PLLA matrix (Fig. 3-7c and d), and extensive fibers fracture 
with less fibers pull out is observed on the fracture surface. Saha et al. reported that the 
interfacial interaction affects the mechanical properties of the composite [29]. In order to 
demonstrate the higher tensile strength, it is important to modify the interphases adhesion 
between matrix polymer and fiber as filler. The results of mechanical tests indicate that 
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mechanical properties come under interfacial interaction influence. Herein, our VASP 
approach appeared to be well suited to control the compatibility between polymer matrix and 
filler for the construction of polymer composites. 
 
 
Figure 3-7. SEM images of PLLA / 15, 30 wt% WSF composites (a and b) and PLLA / 15, 30 
wt% VWSF composites (c and d) 
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3.4 Conclusion 
To conclude, the main purpose of this study was to construct the bio-based composite 
with wheat straw as waste agricultural residues. In order to achieve this purpose, we proposed 
VASP method as a novel pretreatment of fiber for improvement of compatibility in polymer 
matrix. PLLA composites containing 5, 15 and 30 wt% of each WSF with or without VASP 
of MMA were successfully prepared using twin screw extrusion followed by injection 
molding. Though the addition of the WSF to PLLA improved the tensile modulus and led to a 
decrease in the tensile strength, expression of its higher performance was achieved by 
application of pretreated WSF through VASP of MMA as a surface coating technique. 
Compared with unmodified WSF, the addition of VWSF in PLLA at various loadings from 5 
to 30 wt% enhanced tensile modulus of resultant composites.  
This study, through the use of VASP process for pretreatment of fibers, successfully 
showed good performance on tensile test. The compatibility between polymer matrix and 
fibers was discussed according to interphase morphologies and mechanical properties. 
Development of pretreatment system using VASP process for the good interphases adhesion 
between polymer matrix and fibers is an important development in the field of bio-based 
composites. The vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP) system can be greatly 
expected to improve the mechanical performance in polymer composite caused by 
improvement of compatibility between a polymer matrix and additives. 
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Chapter 4. Design of surface coating on powdery fiber by gas-flow 
type of vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization 
(VASP-F) 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In previous Chapter 3, the coating method on natural fiber to control the interface 
adhesion between natural fiber and polymer matrix in agricultural waste (Wheat straw 
fibers)/polymer (PLLA) composite [1-3] had been discussed.  VASP is an excellent method 
for preserving the fine structures of delicate substrate surfaces such as biomaterials in 
comparison with liquid and melt processes [4-11]. Moreover, VASP has additional advantage 
that the resulting product indicates some interactive effects at interface between the generated 
polymer and the substrate fiber. As results, polymer composite including wheat straw fiber as 
an agricultural waste after coating of PMMA through vapor-phase assisted surface 
polymerization (VASP) [12-15] shows higher performance in mechanical properties by 
tensile and flexural tests in comparison with untreated wheat straw fiber/polymer composite.  
 However, this methodology revealed bothersome problems to fabricate the agricultural 
waste/polymer composite in larger scale. In order to solve this scale-up problem on VASP 
method, some vulnerable points on the VASP process were paid attention for the effective 
polymerization; (1) Necessity of freezing the monomer under a high vacuum, (2) 
Polymerization progress under saturated vapor pressure of monomer, (3) Discontinuous 
feeding monomer in the system, and (4) Size limitation of VASP reactor. Therefore, the 
conventional VASP have been carried out under the limited conditions. 
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To overcome the bothersome points in the conventional VASP process, a gas-flow type 
of vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP-F) has been developed to ensure the 
surface coating on powdery natural fiber. VASP-F process could be polymerized on the 
substrate surface through monomer mist produced by monomer bubbling to cover on the 
surface. This report propose that VASP-F has many advantages for the control of 
polymerization reaction such as monomer feeding rate, non-limitation of reactor, and more 
simple reaction process. 
In this Chapter 4, VASP-F was designed and optimized conditions for coating the fiber 
surface as similar as the resultant of conventional VASP. Instead of a conventional VASP, 
the procedure employs carrier gas including monomer mist under normal pressure such that 
the gaseous monomer is easily polymerized on the heated substrate. It has been our intention 
to demonstrate the simplified practicable VASP technique which employs easily handled for 
the natural fiber as a substrate. 
 
 
4.2 Experimental 
 
4.2.1 Materials 
Monomer: MMA (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.) was distilled under reduced 
pressure from CaH2 just before polymerization. Substrate: wheat straw fibers (WSF) was 
purchased from National Agriculture and Food Research Organization (NARO) in Japan and 
used as received. Initiator: 2,2’-azobis(2,4-dimethylvaleronitrile)(ADMVN) and polymethyl 
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methacrylate (PMMA, Mw 100000) were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, 
Ltd. and used as received.  
 
4.2.2 Grinding process 
Wheat straw (4-5cm) was pulverized in twice by the pin mills (Pulverizer M-2 MILL 
Model Machine; NARA MACHINERY Co., Ltd, JAPAN) under 8000 rpm with a screen size 
(0.5 mm). The particles were sieved by sieving machine (AS-200 model machine; Retsch Co., 
Ltd, JAPAN) to choose fiber size 150-250 μm. The wheat straw fibers (WSF) were dried in 
an oven at 80 ºC for 48 h, and stored in polyethylene bags until use. 
 
4.2.3 General procedure of VASP-F of MMA 
 
(a)
(b)
(c) (d)
N2
Heating device Cooling
Monomer
(a) Gas Bombe (N2 : Nitrogen gas)(b) Monomer Mist Reactor
(c) Polymerization Reactor
(d) Gas Trap
Figure 4-1. Schematic illustration of the VASP-F reaction system 
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Before VASP, to adsorb the initiator ADMVN on the WSF surface, WSF (ca.50g) was 
treated with a 99.5% acetone solution (200 mL) of ADMVN at a 1/20 weight ratio to WSF at 
25 °C for 1 h under stirring. After the treatment, acetone was removed at room temperature, 
resulting in the production of powdery WSF. 
The VASP-F reactor designed to grow vinyl polymer by the above scheme is shown 
schematically in Fig. 4-1. The reaction vessel is a cylindrical Schlenk flask tube 125mL of 
diameter 3.5 cm and length 13 cm (VIDREX CO., LTD, JAPAN) and Flask reaction 1000mL 
(AS ONE CO., LTD, JAPAN) of diameter 12.5 cm and length 13 cm. The initiator-adsorbed 
WSF (ca. 2, 7.5, 30 and 75 g) was put into the bottom of glass reactor. A regulated stream of 
pure N2 gas is introduced into the heating glass vessel to provide a slight pressure gradient, 
causing the vinyl monomer vapor to flow along the reactor tube. The glass vessel is heated 
using oil bus. 
MMA as a vinyl monomer is loaded into a 125 ml size of bubbler, the temperature of 
which is maintained by a silicone oil bath. Pure nitrogen gas, regulated to 200ml/min, passes 
through a flow meter and bubbles through the MMA, thereby carrying MMA vapor through a 
silicone transfer tube into the reaction vessel. The MMA reacts to form PMMA on substrates, 
excess unreacted MMA vapor, and any volatile side-reaction products, are exhausted and 
trapped in the cold glass-trap.  
After VASP-F of MMA, obtained product was dried to remove adsorbed unreactant in 
vacuo and weighed to yield the PMMA/WFS composite (VWSF). The product was analyzed 
intact with Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), and thermogravimetry (TG). Free-polymers on VWSF particle were extracted using 
CHCl3 with a Soxhlet apparatus for 24 h. The isolated polymers were dried and analyzed by 
FTIR, thermogravimetry (TG) and size-exclusion chromatography (SEC). 
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4.2.4 Characterization 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of WSF were recorded on a Perkin Elmer 
Spectrometer GX2000R. Reflection spectra were measured on a Golden Gate Diamond ATR 
(10500) module with a germanium crystal by the single-reflection ATR method. Molecular 
weights of the sample were measured by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) on a TOSOH 
HLC-8320 SEC system with a refractive index (RI: UV, λ = 254 nm) detector at 40 °C using 
a TOSOH TSKgel Super HM-M column (linearity range, 1×10-3 to 8×10-6 molecular weight 
exclusion limit, 4×10-8) and chloroform(CHCl3: HPLC grade) eluent (0.6 mL min-1). The 
calibration curves for SEC analysis were obtained using polystyrene standards with a low 
polydispersity (5.0 × 102, 1.05 × 103, 2.5 × 103, 5.87 × 103, 9.49 × 103, 1.71 × 104, 3.72 × 104, 
9.89 × 104, 1.89 × 105, 3.97 × 105, 7.07 × 105, 1.11 × 106, TOSOH Corporation). The sample 
(10 mg) was dissolved in chloroform (2 mL) and the solution was filtered through a 
membrane filter with a 0.45 μm pore size.  
Thermal degradation behavior of VASP-F samples was analyzed by a thermogravimetry 
(TG). TG was conducted on a Seiko Instrumental Inc. EXSTAR 6200 TG/DTA system in an 
aluminum pan (5 mmφ) under a constant nitrogen flow (100 mL min-1) using about 6-8 mg of 
film sample. Dynamic thermal degradation of the sample was conducted at prescribed heating 
rates, φ, of 10 °C min-1 in a temperature range of 40 to 550 °C.  
WSF samples before and after VASP-F of MMA sputtered carbon by a HITACHI E-
1030 instrument and they were observed by a HITACHI- S3000N scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) at an accelerating voltage of 4.0kV 
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4.3 Results and discussion 
 
4.3.1. VASP-F of MMA on wheat straw fibers 
Although a conventional VASP of MMA in H-shape reactor was carried out with 
azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) in previous chapter, VASP-F of MMA was not conducted with 
AIBN on the natural fiber. Since some particle shape of PMMA oligomer was found in 
exhaust silicone tube, it was supposed that AIBN might be detached and exhausted through 
monomer mist from fiber surface. Therefore, AIBN was changed to higher molecular weight 
of initiator; 2, 2’-azobis(2,4-dimethylvaleronitrile) (ADMVN) due to hardly exfoliate from 
the substrate [16-18]. It was confirmed that the resulting VASP-F of MMA was proceeded as 
listed in Table 4-1.  
 
Table 4-1. Results of VASP-F of MMA on surface of wheat straw fibers (WSF) 
Entry WSF (g) 
VASP-F (8h)
Increment
(wt%) 
Mw 
(x103) Mw/Mn 
Recovery
monomer
(%) 
Temp. 
(ºC) 
N2 flow 
ratio 
(mL/min)
Supply 
volume rate 
of MMA 
(mL/h)
1 7.52 80 200 2.6 ±0.1 3.1 1.9 1.9 93 ±1 
2 7.55 80 400 6.1 ±0.1 1.8 1.4 1.3 95 ±2 
3 7.51 100 200 2.6 ±0.1 3.7 2.6 1.9 90 ±1 
4 7.59 110 200 2.6 ±0.1 2.3 1.6 1.5 94 ±1 
5 7.48 120 200 2.6 ±0.1 1.6 1.4 1.3 95 ±1 
 
To investigate polymerization condition, VASP-F of MMA was conducted under various 
conditions such as reaction temperature and gas flow rate.  To determine the molecular 
weight of the resulting product on WSF, a free polymeric component was dissolved with 
CHCl3. The number- and weight-average molecular weights, analyzed by SEC. VASP-F of 
MMA at 80 ⁰C for 8 h under 200ml/min of N2 gas flow rate showed higher increment than 
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the case of 400ml/min(Entry 1 and 2). This result shows that ADMVN might be also exfoliate 
from the substrate surface to outside of the system under high gas flow rate. The reactions 
temperature on which VASP-F of MMA yield more efficiently were examined, and the 
optimal condition was established. VASP-F of MMA was carried out at 100⁰C for 8 h under 
200ml/min, the resulting products showed the highest increment and molecular weight 
compared to other reaction temperature. Since ADMVN half-life of temperature is 51⁰C, the 
degradation of initiator in the resulting was induced under higher polymerization temperature 
(Entry 1, and 3-5).  
 
 
 
Fig. 4-2 shows significant changes from FTIR spectra of polymer deposited on WSF 
comparing with commercially available PMMA and untreated WSF upon VASP-F of MMA. 
The FTIR spectra of WSF after VASP-F of MMA and a commercial available PMMA 
 
Figure 4-2. FT-IR spectra of PMMA (a), wheat straw fibers before (b)  
and after VASP-F of MMA (Entry 1-5) 
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exhibited the same characteristic peaks at 1721 cm-1 assignable to νC=O [19-22]. Interestingly, 
WSFs after VASP-F of MMA still shows a broad peak in the wavenumber range of 3100–
3700 cm-1 attribution to νO-H of hydroxyl groups in WSF even though VWSF showed 1721 
cm-1 attribution to νC=O. These results indicate that the surfaces were insufficiently covered by 
accumulated materials. Therefore, the condition on VASP-F of MMA should further optimize 
to obtain WSF sufficiently covered with PMMA. VASP of MMA at 100 °C under 
200mL/min of N2 gas flow on WSF was conducted with varied reaction time as listed in 
Table 4-2.  
 
Table 4-2. Results of VASP-F of MMA with varied reaction time 
Entry WSF (g) 
ADMVN(a) 
(mg/g) 
Time 
(h) 
Supply volume 
rate of MMA 
(mL/h) 
Weight 
Increment 
(wt%) 
Mw 
(x103) Mw/Mn 
Recovery 
monomer 
(%) 
1-1 2.02 50 6 2.4±0.1 2.4 1.7 2.8 90 ±1 
1-2 2.03 50 12 2.5±0.1 3.1 2.9 3.9 89 ±2 
1-3 2.07 50 18 2.5±0.1 3.7 3.8 4.5 88 ±1 
1-4 2.08 50 24 2.5±0.1 4.2 4.6 4.9 87 ±1 
(a) ADMVN : 2,2’-azobis(2, 4-dimethyl )valeronitrile 
 
The polymerization with ADMVN proceeded smoothly on the WSF surface at 100 °C 
(sample 1-4). The homopolymer PMMA obtained through the VASP-F was completely 
soluble in conventional solvents for corresponding polymers prepared by a Sohxlet process. 
In SEC analysis, the polymer obtained high molecular weight (1.7x103-4.6x107 Da in Mw). 
Table 4-2 shows the changes in polymer yield on the VASP-F of MMA with different 
reaction time. The SEC results shifted to higher molecular weights with time and then 
gradually changing of Mw/Mn values into a bimodal or multimodal profile. Each plot of Mw 
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and Mn vs PMMA yield per initiator concentration on the substrate surface converged to one 
line (Fig. 4-3). These results suggest that the growing chain ends continued to propagate with 
a long lifetime, and after an initial period the subsequent initiation process was reduced. As a 
result of WSF after VASP-F of MMA, this implies a hydrophilic surface property of the 
fibers has been replaced by hydrophobic by effect of fiber coating on the surface of the 
PMMA (Fig. 4-4). 
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Figure 4-3. Relationship between the molecular weight and yield per initiator 
 
Figure 4-4. Results of surface property of WSF before and after (Entry 1-4) VASP-F 
of MMA to water droplets 
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Considering the 10 h half-life temperature of ADMVN is 55 °C, a considerable amount 
of ADMVN must have accelerated to generate radical species during the VASP-F at 100 °C. 
Though the VASP-F should appear in the lower molecular weight region, SEC profiles do not 
show newly occurring polymer chains because of increasing of molecular weights and PDI 
values. The time-course test results of the VASP-F of MMA indicated that the growing chain 
ends had a long lifetime on the surfaces. 
 The WSF after VASP-F of MMA (VWSF) was investigated by TG-DTA to reveal their 
thermal degradation properties comparing with that of WSF as shown in Fig. 4-5. Thermal 
degradation behaviors of WSF indicated four degradation steps from its TGA curve. First 
step is removing moisture from fiber around 100 ºC, and then hemicellulose component 
degraded in 150 ºC -250 ºC. Furthermore, cellulose component was degraded from 250 ºC to 
330 ºC, and lignin component was degraded above 330 ºC as a last step. [23, 24] 
DTG results indicated that degradation temperature of VWSF was slightly increased 
comparing with WSF [25]. Degradation behavior of PMMA showed around 320-430⁰C in 
DTG profile. This result suggested that the VWSF had slightly higher thermal stability than 
pristine WSF, and this higher thermal stability might be affected by specific interactions at 
interfaces between the WSF and the accumulated PMMA layers. The deposition of PMMA 
on WSF revealed to exist in DTG profile of Entry 1-4. Moreover, peaks in DTG profiles 
corresponding to WSF component in VWSF slightly shifted to higher temperature side in 
comparison with pristine WSF. PMMA component on VWSF was washed by Soxhlet 
method with CHCl3. The washed WSF also indicated higher degradation temperature than 
WSF before VASP-F. From the DTG profiles, it is supposed that PMMA was grafted on 
WSF fiber using VASP-F of MMA. 
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To confirm the newly accumulated materials on the WSF surfaces after VASP-F of 
MMA, the product, Entry 1-4 in Table 4-3, was extracted using CHCl3 with a Soxhlet 
extraction apparatus. These samples were measured by FTIR spectra as shown in Fig. 4-6. 
FTIR spectra of the samples and a commercial available PMMA exhibited the same 
characteristic peaks as 1721 cm-1 corresponding to νC=O in PMMA. The peak at 1730 cm-1 for 
carbonyl stretching in WSF is attributed to hemicellulose [26, 27]. Interestingly, when the 
accumulated PMMA layers were removed using CHCl3 with a Soxhlet extraction apparatus, 
 
Figure 4-5. TG and DTG thermographs of commercial PMMA and 
WSF before and after VASP-F of MMA 
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the residual WSF ingredient showed nearly the same FT-IR spectrum as the original WSF. 
However, the νC=O absorption peak on residual VWSF surfaces after the extraction treatment 
also appeared at 1721 cm-1 and also νO-H absorption peak of hydroxyl groups decreased in 
comparison with original WSF. This result also indicated that PMMA was grafted on the 
WSF surface by VASP-F of MMA. 
 
 
It was found that construction of VASP-F was desirable results for modification of 
substrate surface. To give large amounts of surface modified substrate, reactor size was 
scaled up from 125mL to 1000mL for VASP-F. The VASP-F of MMA on WSF with scale-
up reactors was conducted to gain optimum condition for improvement of surface property as 
listed in Table 4-3. 
 
Figure 4-6. FT-IR spectra of PMMA (a), wheat straw fibers before (b) and after 
VASP-F of MMA(c), and WSF after extraction with CHCl3(d) 
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Table 4-3. Results of VASP-F of MMA on WSF in scale-up reactora) 
Entry WSF
b) 
(g) 
VASP-F 
Weight 
Increment
(%) 
Mw 
(x103) Mw/Mn 
Monomer 
recover 
(%) 
N2 flow  
ratio 
(mL/min) 
Supply 
volume rate 
of MMA 
(mL/h) 
Monomer 
bottle 
(ºC) 
3    7.51 200   2.6 ±0.1 25 3.7 2.6 1.9 90 ±1  
6    7.52 200 19.5 ±0.9 50 8.0 7.1 4.8 85 ±2 
7  30.25 200 19.5 ±1.0 50 4.3 2.9 2.0 92 ±2 
8  30.44 400 45.2 ±2.1 50 8.1 7.3 4.9 85 ±2 
9  75.12 400 45.0 ±1.9 50 5.8 3.7 3.5 88 ±2 
a) Reaction conditions: VASP-F was carried out with MMA on WSF for 8h at 100 ºC.  
b) Initiator deposition ratio:0.05gADMVD/gWSF 
 
Firstly, VASP-F of MMA with WSF in 1000ml flask as a reactor was carried out under 
maintaining optimum condition (Entry 3). However, increment of PMMA on WSF after 
VASP-F in large reactor was lower than the case of small reactor under same condition. In 
the large reactor, monomer concentration became low in comparison with the small reactor 
because supply monomer volume was constant (Entry 3 and 6). In order to increase the 
polymer increment and Mw values, supply volume of monomer was increased from a 
monomer mist reactor by heat such as a heating oven and an oil bus. Therefore, VASP-F of 
MMA was more smoothly proceed through monomer with heat. However, this method was 
insufficient to get enough yields for larger quantity of substrate (Entry 7). To optimize a 
VASP-F method for large amounts of substrates, it was considered that control of gas-flow 
rate was a countermeasure against large quantity of substrate (Entry 8). As a result, VASP-F 
of MMA with large amounts of WSF was sufficiently preceded by controlling the monomer 
temperature and gas-flow rate in the system (Entry 9).  
FT-IR analysis revealed the compositional changes on WSF fiber before and after 
VASP-F of MMA as shown in Fig. 4-7. The presence of carboxyl group attribution to 
PMMA shows at 1,721 cm-1 in FTIR spectra (Entries 6-9). As for each WSF samples 
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provided with large reactor, it was confirmed that WSF was covered with PMMA through 
VASP-F of MMA by FTIR analysis, respectively. As a result, VASP-F system for the 
modification of substrate surface provides a method, which can be easily scaled up, at low 
costs and in a high yield. 
 
 
In order to investigate changes in the morphology of the fibers in terms of size and level 
of smoothness, Fig. 4-8 shows SEM images of WSF before and after VASP-F of MMA. The 
SEM images provide evidence on changes in the fiber morphology as a result of the VASP-F 
employed. Fig. 4-8 (a) and (b) shows the morphology of the untreated WSF (raw material) 
while the morphology of the accumulated polymer like laminate surface of fibers is displayed 
in Fig. 4-8(c) and (d). Therefore, it was revealed that the PMMA was deposited on WSF 
surface after VASP-F of MMA. 
 
Figure 4-7. FT-IR spectra of WSF (a), wheat straw fibers before (b)  
and after VASP-F of MMA(Entry 6-9) 
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4.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the main purpose of this chapter 4 was to the proposed VASP-F method as 
a novel pretreatment of fiber for improvement of compatibility in polymer matrix. In order to 
demonstrate the higher mechanical strength in polymer composite, it is important to modify 
the interphases adhesion between matrix polymer and fiber as filler. In order to obtain larger 
volume of surface modified powdery substrates, I succeeded in constructing the gas-flow 
type of vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP-F) using provision of nitrogen 
gas containing monomer mist. The deposition rate of polymer on a substrate surface in 
VASP-F had been controlled using optimal gas flow-rate and monomer and reactor 
temperature. This polymerization system can inherit advantages of VASP method due to 
 
Figure 4-8. SEM micrographs of wheat straw fibers before (a-b) and after 
VASP-F of MMA, Entry 8 (c, d) 
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polymer grafted on substrate and to collect waste or reactant monomer as a recycle. That is, 
the VASP-F is not only the physically controlled process as same as VASP but it can be 
simpler scale-up for practical use. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 
 
Bio composite from natural fibers derived from agricultural waste and/or bio-based 
polymers is expected as one of the key material to achieve sustainable society. Although, the 
incompatibility between the hydrophilic natural fiber and hydrophobic polymer matrices 
diminishes mechanical properties is the barrier for further development. In order to overcome 
the poor compatibility between the natural fiber and polymer matrices, surface property 
control techniques such like chemical modification by compatibilizer, vapor-phase assisted 
surface polymerization (VASP) was investigated. The results obtained through this research 
were summarized as below: 
In chapter 2, Bio composites of polypropylene (PP) and Erianthus fiber (ETF) were 
fabricated using Maleic anhydride-modified polypropylene (MAPP) as a compatibilizer, to 
improve interfacial adhesion between polymer and fiber. Erianthus is cellulose resource crop 
expected as raw material producing bio-ethanol due to its fast growth and high CO2 fixation 
efficiency, but potential as filler unveiled in this study. Since ETF/PP/MAPP composites 
improved the mechanical properties, it is revealed that interfacial compatibility is critical. 
Although compatibilizer is common and simple, selection and optimization of compatibilizer 
upon various combinations of fiber and polymer matrices require much time and money.   
In chapter 3, to overcome compatibilizer’s problem, vapor-phase assisted surface 
polymerization (VASP) method was selected as an alternative and more versatile surface 
modification method. Bio composites of biodegradable poly (L,L-lactide) [PLLA] and wheat 
straw fiber (WSF) as a representative agricultural waste were fabricated and characterized. 
VASP of MMA onto WSF was applied to modify surface property (from hydrophilic to 
hydrophobic) and improve compatibility with PLLA. The interfacial compatibility between 
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PLLA and WSF using VASP of MMA improved mechanical property and thermal stability of 
WSF/PLLA composites. VASP could be applicable to various combination of natural fibers 
(lignocellulosic material) and polymer matrix. However, severe control of operation 
parameters especially monomer supply under saturated vapor pressure is limiting factor of 
conventional VASP treatment for further scale up. 
In chapter 4, the gas-flow type of vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP-F) 
was successfully developed which the substrate surface could be polymerized through 
monomer mist produced by monomer bubbling. WSF treated by VASP-F also exhibited 
surface modification same as VASP while treating larger amounts of substrates. VASP-F is 
advanced and controllable technique to give breakthrough for scale up with monomer 
recovery. Additionally, tuning of property would be available by block copolymerization 
owing to the mode of living property during VASP-F. 
In conclusion, improvement of compatibility between natural fiber and polymer matrices 
are essential to produce the high-performance polymer/agricultural waste composites. 
This study provides design principle of natural fiber reinforced plastics. Utilization of 
agricultural waste as a filler for bio composites would lead to sustainable society by 
achievement of environment conservation, and social change especially encouraging 
agricultural sector revitalization.
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